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Hi Rich. I have a few questions regarding
¯ Windows.

-What is your Win3 schedule really look like? We
are planning Excel marketin~ to really push
Win3, so the date i~ important. I know ~his
Is~ a sensitive issue, but perhaps we can have
a phone conversation aboun ~t.

-Given the Win3 schedule, how long do you
plan to ship the Excel Workiz~ Model. I need
to work with you or someone on your team
to determine the Cut-off date. We want
to stop ~he bundle at a certain point
to save some Working MOdel budget for
other activities.

-We want to use the Excel Telesales team
to pursue the Windows/Worklg Model customers.
~ho on your t~am should we be working with?

-Given s~J~edule considerations, we plan
to relaunch Excel concurrent wi~h Win3 launch.’
We need ~o aggressively sell the Windows solution
no avoid having Lotus position /G against Win Excel
Our thinking is not yet mature on this, but part
oE the strategy would be to co-market heavily with
other Win apps. Most of this will be discussed
in the forum of the ~fin3 launch task force
which Peteh is actively involved in. I would
llke to meet with yuu info ~zmally however to brainstorm.
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Comments requested. This is just an initial
cut, and we ar~. looking for input on any aspect.
Dawn and i would like to use the bulk of the
staff meeting to discuss these issues and move
toward consensus.
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